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To Whom I Cherish Till Eternity, 

WILL GOD TAKE AWAY YOUR FRIENDS? 

Possibly. It is real. Sometimes God will take away your friends. He will 
take away both trusted and loved ones, leaving you like a bottle. No, He 
will not depart, though it surely will appear so, at least from your point 
of view. A time will come when He will strip you like an onion to expose 
what is within you–not as though He isn’t omniscient, but that you may 
know your frailty and nothingness without divine aid. 

God will do that if He loves you. Get your mind off what cheap 
Christianity of the century talks of. Let me drive the nail into your head 
because it contains healing balms hot enough to server all strange 
spiritual cells in your walk with God. 

Ready for the grabbing go? God will always do the unthinkable; 
sometimes strange, sometimes strong, sometimes sweet, sometimes sour 
and sometimes seemingly strangling. There will be times when God will 
stretch you as though life is driven out of you. The type is a macho man 
squeezing water out of a cloth. Worst, not even the mightiest or noblest 
of angels can come to your rescue. Satan dares not. You talk of Jesus 
your Saviour? Well, He is the very God I am talking about. 

Do not get me wrong. God is love and yet the Trainer of your destiny and 
greatness. But times will come when you will face the breaking, 
moulding and heating of the Lord. It may seem like a shipwreck and 
some really are. This message should prepare you to sit up. The coming 
days are the days God is going to prepare saints for the fiercest battle at 
the close of time. 

If you came into the Christian race under the auspices of bread and 
butter, trust me, you will fall out like a melon from a cargo car. Go real 
least the host of hell will trample you soon. Consider Christians who 
came into the faith via watered gospel. How are they now? Cheap! How 

are they in spiritual warfare? I know what they are: weak, or rather as 
mashed fufu. They are out of the race. True, they are not out of church 
buildings, groups or even religion, but they do not have spiritual 
substance and meaning. Even Satan labels them less! Cheap! Worthless! 
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But any worthwhile Christians will have strong and sometimes 
seemingly tearing testing times. Are they joyful? James 1:2 gives the 

answer: “My brethren, count it all joy when ye fall into divers 
temptations.” 

The passage talks of temptations, trying moments. It reveals you have 
to count it all joy, not the Father nor the Son or the Holy Spirit of 

grace. Which means it is not joyful, but we have to decide to dwell in joy 
being empowered by grace. 

A brother once hit these rocky layers, and he called me, perhaps hoping 
God might use me to minister to him. Well, the itching moments passed 
like a snail walk but he could get through to me. He seemed 
disappointed and dejected. But it is not only him. I too have had my 
blow share. But you know, in either case it became a blessed hour 
drawing us closer to God. 

Here is our problem. We always want help from spiritual people. I pray 
God will take away your precious ones, at least momentarily, so He can 
drill you into a useful Christian. Hard to say amen, right? But get ready. 
It is not pleasant. Some testing can be heart-aching. And as an 
emotional being you need to yield to the Spirit at all times through your 
spirit least your emotions will get you a down drift. 

Yet one thing is sure; through it all learn to trust in Jesus. He is all-

trusting; He is all-supportive and He is all-bearing. Because he had His 
lone and lonely times too; a forty days wilderness experience. Now 
casual reading of that account reveals Him tempted for three days. No. 
He was tempted every day for forty days. 

Watch. “And Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from Jordan, 
and was led by the Spirit (not Satan) into the wilderness, Being forty 
days tempted of the devil. And in those [forty] days he did eat nothing: 

and when they were ended (fthe orty days temptation), he afterward 
hungered. (Luke 4:1-2) 

The three other temptations were climax or summative punchy ones 
(analogous to Eve’s). But praise God Jesus overcame though neither 
Mary, Joseph nor his cherished disciples were around to encourage him. 

Let us get real. Let us go brutal. Let us go healthy. God will not answer if 
you pray that such thing should not happen. It sounds controversial. 
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Yes, I am aware. But give it a thought and see if God ever used anyone 
in a powerful way who never had some life challenging or life-stretching 
exposures. Every glistering gold is tried in fire! Take it or leave it, 

real is real and fake is fake. You cannot get around it. 

No. Do not take it too strange. Sometimes the trying or testing is as 
simple as facing general neglect from people without explanation. You 
cannot explain and they cannot either but you simply repel them.  It 
could be so much that people you turn to lean on will never seem to care 
what happen to you.  

For example, you may call five or more people in few minutes and none 
will respond. Yet just after your call they are on call and you are on 
waiting. And you know the itching aching part? They never border to 
return your call when they are done. They might have thought to but 
they never do.  

Then you call again it goes through but no responds. If you are a bit 
lucky the network will just freeze and you know what that means? The 
funny part is that God might have helped them to forget! It is divine 
appointment birthing your season in disguise – because your patience is 
tested.  

Do not hurry to say you have lost favour or glory. You have not. You 
have to learn to discern the times to scale heights. Know the times, 
measure it and nurture it. 

Time of testing and trials are seed times many of us have missed over 
and again. Here is wisdom: time defines itself, you choose your 
responds; season dawns daily, you direct your inputs and though 

destiny plays out differently you dig your foundations. 
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